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human souls. "Look at the people you run up against," says Mr. King, "in
the course of a few hours. Every one is living or working in fear. The
mother is afraid for her children. The father is afraid for his business.
The clerk is afraid for his job. The worker is afraid of his boss or his com-
petitor. There is hardly a man who is not afraid that some other man will
do him a bad turn. There is hardly a woman who is not afraid that things
she craves may be denied her, or that what she loves may be snatched away.
There is not a home or an office or a factory or a school or a church in which
some hang-dog apprehension is not eating at the hearts of the men, women,
and children who go in and out." God knows, if men clearly do not, how
true that is!

"If, therefore, one has the feeblest contribution to make to the defeat of
such a foe, it becomes difficult to withhold it. . . . These pages will
contain, then, no recipe for the conquest of fear; they will offer, with much
misgiving and diffidence, no more than the record of what one individual has
done toward conquering it. This record is presented merely for what it is
worth. It may be worth nothing. On the other hand, some one may find
it worth something, and in that case all that the writer hopes for will be
attained."

The book is a "human document" as well as a theological dissertation
which every man can understand and make his own. It breathes of creative
evolution, of immediate practical help to multitudes of fearful and hence
unhappy mortals, and therethrough, as well as intrinsically, it breathes of God.

GEORGE VAN NESS DEARBORN.

T H E BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF BELIEF. By Wesley Raymond
Wells, Ph. D., Lake Forest College. Richard G. Badger, Boston. Pp. 120.

This small book is a collection of five very stimulating essays, con-
vincing in parts, especially in that dealing with the difference between reli-
gious belief as value and as truth; and provocative of thought all the way
through.

In treating so large a subject in so narrow a compass the empirical
method was, of course, impossible. The questions, however, so well broached
in this book should receive empirical treatment. For his purposes Dr. Wells
lumps all religious beliefs into one abstract "religious belief," which he says
has survival value. To prove that religious belief, -per se, is an instrument of
survival would take a very large volume indeed. No one doubts that some
beliefs have survival value, e. g., the optimistic religions; but there have
been — as he says — and still are, pessimistic beliefs, the holders of which
survive in spite of their religion. There are so many elements at work in
survival that the fact that a belief has survived does not in itself give it
positive biological value. Then, too, how long must it survive to have sur-
vival value? What kind of biological value did the beliefs that perished have?
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As Marrett points out in his Anthropology, " I t is dangerous to make sweeping
generalizations, but there is at any rate a good deal to be said for classifying
the world's religions either as mechanical and ineffective, or as spiritual and
effective." But the author, apparently, was not interested in the non-useful
beliefs, which he thinks have not survived. Like the bad parasites they were,
these beliefs evidently killed off their hosts. He goes on, therefore, to show-
that the religious attitudes which have proved useful in the history of the
race, taboo, legalism, and redemptive religion can (in line with the recapitu-
lation concept) be made to serve in the religious instruction of the child, the
pre-adolescent, and the adolescent, respectively. If later, the child, now a
man, from the height of ethical morality, looks down on this threefold type
of religious instruction, it will not be with disdain for its untruth, but (shall
I say, like the author?) with thankfulness for its usefulness in his time of need.

Dr. Wells, following Professor McDougall, founds religious belief on the
emotions (each with a corresponding instinct) of wonder, negative self-
feeling, fear, and the tender emotion. With Freud he seems to think, also,
that sex love may be a ground. He further says, "There may be a tempera-
mental basis for susceptibility to religious belief, and temperament is heredi-
tary," p. 26.

The chapter on "The Pragmatic Fallacy and the Fallacy of False Attri-
bution" is all that could be desired to show that one may think a religious
belief valuable without believing that it is true. Chapter III, "A Classifi-
cation of Religious Values" gives a somewhat technical nomenclature to
almost all possible conditions and values of beliefs.

The interesting distinction between "metaphysical" and "scientific"
beliefs, postulated in order to escape a logical difficulty, quite arbitrarily
divides between the very bone and marrow of primitive beliefs, which are as
much "scientific," i. e., put to the test, as "metaphysical," i. e., "trans-
experiential."

A very stimulating book; even though, or perhaps because, it stimulates
one's critical attitude now and then. PAUL CAMPBELL YOUNG.

T H E NEW HORIZON IN LOVE AND LIFE. By Mrs. Havelock Ellis. With
a preface by Edward Carpenter and an introduction by Marguerite Tracy.
Portrait frontispiece. London. A. and C. Black, Ltd., 1921. Pp. xi, 200;
demy, 8vo. Price, 10/6 net.

Mrs. Edith M. O. Lees Ellis, born in 1861, the greatly lamented wife
of the distinguished author of "The Psychology of Sex," lectured many
times in the United States in the memorable autumn of 1914. This volume
is made up of some of her lectures and essays, written between 1891 and
1915. Hers was a memorable personality, and is well denoted in the octette
of Vincent Starrett's sonnet to her memory:


